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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Advertising Banner
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact105.01.1026

Title: Advertising Banner

Date: n.d.

Material: fibre; plastic

Dimensions: 28 x 33.75 cm

Description: Red banner with “Fleischmann’s” printed diagonally across front and
back. Knitted shoestring with plastic covers on ends is stitched to bottom
left edge of banner. 6.5 cm width sewn lip along left side.

Subject: sports

winter

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 105.01.1026
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Advertising Banner
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact105.01.1027

Title: Advertising Banner

Date: n.d.

Material: fibre; velcro

Dimensions: 47 x 62 cm

Description: Red banner with shield printed in white with skier and “Molson Molstar”
text inside. At each of the four corners there are two strips of velcro.

Subject: sports

winter

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 105.01.1027
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Advertising Banner
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact105.01.1028

Title: Advertising Banner

Date: n.d.

Material: fibre; velcro

Dimensions: 47 x 62.5 cm

Description: Blue banner with shield printed in white with skier and “Molson Molstar”
text inside. At bottom left corners there are two strips of velcro.

Subject: sports

winter

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 105.01.1028
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Appreciation Plaque
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0393

Title: Appreciation Plaque

Date: 1970 – 1999

Material: wood; metal;

Dimensions: 1.9 x 22.8 x 30.7 cm

Description: Black engraved metal plaque mounted on decoratively carved wood. The
plaque is made out to Eddie Hunter from the Canadian Association for
Disabled Skiing as a token of appreciation for his film “The Turn in My
Life” and the subsequent promotion of disabled skiing in Canada.

Subject: Eddie Hunter

skiing

film-making

disabled skiing

Canadian Association of Disabled Skiing;

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0393
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Armband
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0392

Title: Armband

Date: 1960 – 1999

Material: fabric; metal;

Dimensions: 9.0 cm

Description: Yellow fabric armband with “St. Moritz / Foto/Film” printed in blue on it - a
safety pin holds the two ends together so it can stay on the arm.

Subject: Eddie Hunter

media

film

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0392
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Audio Announcer
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.01.0007

Title: Audio Announcer

Date: 1960 – 1980

Material: metal; plastic; paper;

Dimensions: 16.4 x 14.8 x 22.7 cm

Description: Green metal audio announcer, used to play pre-recorded audio - usually
advertisements - during broadcasts like radio programs. The announcer
consists of a rectangular body with a black plastic handle at one short
end, vent slats at the other, and speakers along both long sides. The top
of the box features the grey metal housing for the tape cartridge - which
also has a plug for an external speaker - the power switch, volume control
knob, outlet for a remote to be plugged in, and a brown plastic power
cord. All of these features can be covered by a removable hinged lid that
latches closed above the carry handle. Also contains the instruction
manual.

Subject: Eddie Hunter

advertisements

audio equipment

sound recording;

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 104.01.0007
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Audio Tape
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.01.0004

Title: Audio Tape

Date: 1970 – 1985

Material: plastic; metal; paper; cardboard;

Dimensions: 2.5 x 9.2 x 13.7 cm

Description: Clear plastic Cousino Echo-matic II self threading tape cartridge in
original cardboard box.

Subject: Eddie Hunter

movie making

sound equipment

audio equipment;

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 104.01.0004
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Baseball Cap Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1080

Title: Baseball Cap Hat

Date: 1987

Material: fibre, cotton corduroy; polyester; paper; plastic; metal

Dimensions: 18.0 x 20.0 x 27.0 w/ sun visor cm

Description: A blue corduroy cap with a sun visor, the crown divided into six pie-
shaped pieces sewn down and meeting at the top with a fabric-covered
metal button. The inside has a white net polyester lining sewn down with
royal blue strips of polyester fabric and a hard piece of plastic on the
inside forehead to support the patch in front. There is machine-
embroidered felt-like blue patch (8.8 x 6.5cm wide) heat-applied on the
front. Written on the patch in white lettering “HUSKY”, underneath and to
the viewer’s right, in dark yellow lettering “World Downhill 1987”, below
that an image of a ski racer in a downhill racing crouch position with a red
maple leaf behind; below the skier, viewer’s right, in yellow “PREVIEW
88” and then “NAKISKA” in white. There is a white label, sewn onto the
inside band viewer’s left, with black lettering “ A.C.I.C. INT. ENT. LTD.
Calgary, Alberta For Husky Oil CA 11259 Corduroy”

Subject: sports

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1080

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Baseball Cap Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1081%20a%2cb

Title: Baseball Cap Hat

Date: 1982

Material: fibre; polyester; paper; plastic; metal

Dimensions: 27.0 x 21.0 x 18.0 w/visor cm

Description: (a) A blue polyester (with foam and plastic) cap with a sun visor; the
crown is divided into four pie-shaped pieces in the back and one large
foam piece across the crown forehead and sewn down meeting at the top
with a fabric-covered metal button. There is machine-embroidered white
satin patch (7.2cm square) sewn down with yellow thread around the
border. The Superman logo is on the patch in red and yellow and written
underneath in red block letters “CALGARY ‘82”. There is a white label,
viewer’s left, with blue lettering “CA02839 100% Polyester Laminated
poly foam Lamine de mousse de polyurethane SIZE A-JUST M/L 7” -
71/2” Made in Korea Fabrique en Cores”(b) A small plastic Canadian
flag pin, red on the ends, and a red maple leaf (1.2x 0.60cm high) on a
white background middle, pinned on with a tie-tack style (spike and clutch
closure attachment) pin closure onto the cap’s patch.

Subject: sports

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1081 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Baseball Cap Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1082

Title: Baseball Cap Hat

Date: 1984

Material: fibre; polyester; paper; plastic;

Dimensions: 19.0 x 26.0 cm

Description: A blue cotton and polyester cap with a visor. The crown is divided into
four pie-shaped pieces in the back and one large cotton piece across the
crown forehead and sewn down meeting at the top with a hard plastic
button. There is stamped area (6.5x9.0cm wide) with a woman, viewer’s
left, in a beret surrounded by a circle, and a simulated skier, viewer’s
right, all outlined in beige paint, with “1984” printed underneath. There is a
white label, viewer’s left, sewn on the front and resting on the visor, with
black lettering ”cap-a-roo”. On the inside label ”TRI-GARREX LIMITED
Ottawa, Canada COTTON 50% COTTON POLYESTER 50%
POLYESTER LAMINATED TO POLYEUROTHANE MADE
IN/FABRIQUE AU HAITI

Subject: sports

skiing

Eddie Hunter

Credit: Gift of Eddie Hunter, Banff, 1995

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1082
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